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ARCHITECTURE and TECHNOLOGY
THE SOLON CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS in BERLINADLERSHOF
Beata Kuc-Słuszniak, Ewa Wala
Since 1991, an integrated ‘City of Science, Business and Media’ has been steadily growing
in Berlin’s Adlershof district. Located in the south-eastern part of the city, it covers 420 ha,
and its central point is a science and technology park, within which more than 400
companies with a technological profile and 12 independent research institutes have so far set
up their headquarters. The Humboldt University has also located the six institutes making up
its Campus for Mathematics and Natural Sciences there.
The advanced technologies to be found in the park are often reflected in the architecture that
houses them. As a result, the buildings themselves become superlative flagships and visible
symbols of quality for the companies springing up there. One example of this kind of project
is the SOLON company’s new corporate headquarters. As one of Europe’s largest
manufacturers of solar modules and leading suppliers of composite photovoltaic systems,
SOLON is an innovative business operating in the renewable energy sector. As such, the
company set itself the goal of creating a complex which would incorporate the principles of
sustainable energy management and, at one and the same time, set new standards for the
quality of the work environment.
In line with this concept, the headquarters, built in 2008, thus makes use of effective
management, new technologies and alternative energy sources in order to achieve
SOLON’s energy efficiency aims. The complex forms a high-quality built environment and
features unconventional workspace solutions. Its architecture serves both the environment
and people.
With its clear and distinct lines, firmly set within the space it occupies, the SOLON
headquarters establishes a new quality for office and production environments. Its beauty,
quality and comfort as a workplace have met with acclaim; on 28th October 2010, it received
the title of Best Office 2010, awarded biannually by the German business weekly,
Wirtschaftswoche and ORGATEC in Cologne.
All in all, the SOLON corporate headquarters are not only conducive to the well-being of the
company’s employees and the environment, but also go hand in hand with nature as a
research laboratory working on the development of solar technology.

THE KIJÓW CINEMA IN KRAKOW,
OR A PAGE IN THE HISTORY OF THE FALL OF THE PUBLIC SPACE
Małgorzata Włodarczyk
There is much that may be said about aesthetics. The activity around the group of buildings
comprising the Kijów Cinema and the Cracovia Hotel are a demonstration of the fact that
both culture and tact are found wanting in Krakow. The devastation of this site is not
something that only began ‘yesterday. For more than twenty years now, its singular
architecture has been subject to moral decay.

The Kijów Cinema in Krakow was born in 1966. At one time, together with the entire group of
buildings, which also encompassed the Cracovia Hotel, the link between them, a residential
building and its entire surroundings, it constituted a showpiece. The complex, designed by
Witold Cęckiewicz, was a superb example of Polish post-war, modernist architecture, within
which could be seen both the International style and the Neo-Expressionism of the late
modernist period, exemplified by the hotel and cinema, respectively.
Today, there are very few architectural complexes of a character like the ‘Kijów-Cracovia’
buildings. Unappreciated, unesteemed, plastered with banners, adorned with outsized,
clownish ‘brand’ figures, surrounded by booths and hung about with other advertising
contrivances, today, they form, with apologies for the comparison, an architectural singularity
representing the ‘gutter space’. The question thus arises as to how children, young people
and society in general can be educated to acquire a sense of aesthetics and the need to lose
oneself in the beauty of a public space if, in the name of every kind of freedom and the socalled ‘free market, we are nowadays permitted to act in this way. The talk today is no longer
of spatial order, but only of economy. In which case, rather than destroying our architectural
and spatial heritage, perhaps we should be taking some pride in it?

MOCAK. BETWEEN THE DESIGN AND THE REALITY
Adam Kozak
The Museum of Contemporary Art in Krakow (MOCAK) was created in the buildings that
once housed the shop floors of the former Schindler Factory, which stands in the postindustrial district of Zabłocie. The principles embedded in its concept intended that it become
a unique bridge between the past and the future. Underlying this is the fact that, in part, the
museum’s premises coincide with the land upon which the Schindler Factory’s production
floors stood and the Schindler Factory is one of those places which has inscribed itself in the
collective memory and the history of humankind, the history of humanity’s cruelty and the
history of its heroism.
Since the Museum has already featured in several national media presentations, it might well
be worthwhile setting out a few of the design and implementation problems, for when have
there ever been none? The issues concerned are related to the preservation and
implementation of the initial concept, as described by the Claudio Nardi Architects office in
their entry for the architectural competition. Of extraordinary importance in this case is the
sound design and implementation of every unusual detail, as well as excellent sectoral
coordination and proper supervision on the part of the architects.
Solutions which, on more than one occasion appear to be straightforward, if not to say trite
and obvious in both their expression and the function they fulfil are often, or almost always,
the result of countless trials, analyses and consideration. They are the product of the varied
experience found amongst the people making up the design team, in confrontation with the
commitment and skills of the general contractor and the suppliers of ‘ready technologies’,
which, for such distinctive designs as this, will be subject to adaptation in order to meet the
requirements of new and singular solutions. The end result here is the final architectural
form, in general terms a solid body, a sculpture, which works directly on the viewer through
its details. If the right relationships between all the participants in the work on the design and
its execution are missing, what might well then emerge is the random, the unpredictable and
the slap-dashI
A b u i l d i n g i s a l i v i n g o r g a n i s m; in particular, when what we are dealing with is
the extension and adaptation of one which already exists. Fusing the old and the new is, as
we know, no simple task. The problems presented here, using the example of Krakow’s new
museum, are only some of the many related to bringing to life an ambitious and challenging
competition-winning design within a limited budget. Truth to tell, they’ all quite normal and,
indeed, not only to construction in Poland.

ERGONIMCS. UTILITY, COMFORT
AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
What is ergonomics? What does sitting healthily mean? And what do we, Poles, know about
ergonomics? Ewa Szumowska talks to Professor Jerzy Charytonowicz.
“There are very many definitions of ergonomics. The majority are focussed around work. At
one international congress, I asked a fundamental question, “Do human beings do nothing
but work?” We work for around a third of the day. We devote the other two thirds to
relaxation and rest. The proficiency with which we act, our efficacy, efficiency and safety at
work, depend on the quality, nay, on the very fact of our being rested. This notion caught on.
New subsets of ergonomics appeared, such as leisure ergonomics, and ergonomics in
architecture and town planning.
In 1997, I proffered my own definition, describing ergonomics as an interdisciplinary science
involving the adaptation of the material surroundings in their entirety to human psychophysiological needs and capabilities while, and this is important, giving equal consideration to
the capabilities and needs of nature. In terms of the stages related to the question of
research, the first signals in that regard appeared in Russia and Germany in the early 20th
century. Until the 1940s, the focus was on military ergonomics. Industrial ergonomics came
in the 1950s and 60s; it was in the 1950s that the first research into seating appeared. The
1970s saw consumer ergonomics enter the stage and we heard the definition ‘product
ergonomics’ for the first time. The 1980s gave us computer ergonomics and new, or rather,
high technology. The human-computer relationship and the health complaints related to it
were the subject of research. The 1990s were the decade of information ergonomics. 2000
was the time of health and safety ergonomics. The past decade, in other words, the period of
research into artificial intelligence, has been an era of brain and neuro-ergonomics. Attempts
are now being made to put the results of studies on artificial intelligence into practice,
primarily in the American army.
The average person picks up bits and pieces about ergonomics from catalogues. So this is
not a rational and methodological education, but more of a random contact with the concept.
The question continually arises as to why such a narrow section of society knows what
ergonomics is. I postulate the necessity of accustoming people to acting pro-ergonomically
and pro-ecologically while they’re still very young. That’s what logic would suggest.”

ERGONOMICS AND CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE
Maciej Złowodzki
Ergonomics has many a definition, but it can be described as a composite, applied science
encompassing the interaction and interdependencies which exist between human beings,
their activities and their environment. Composite science is science which avails itself of work
carried out in a great many of the fundamental sciences and applied science is the
adaptation of a field of research to the actual and current needs resulting from the cultural
and technical context of human activity.
In the early 21st century, the primary field of interest and insight will relate to neuroergonomics and chrono-ergonomics, since these are the areas where the greatest load and

hazard connected with human activity lie in this age of informationalism and the global
economy.
Ergonomics in architecture enjoys no special recognition. In general, it is reduced to meeting
the requirements of minimal accepted dimensions, the applicable climatic conditions for a
built environment and the proper functional connections. This is most fully expressed in Ernst
Neufert’s handbook, Architects’ Data, which now numbers more than thirty editions. Of the
issues connected with ergonomics in contemporary architecture which can be encountered in
the didactics of architectural design, one such is the matter of ensuring the welfare of the
users of modern buildings. It is obvious that contemporary architecture, created in the ‘here
and now’, must be modern and, in technical terms, markedly advanced. The modern
building, erected using modern materials and equipped with new technologies, announces
this in its very expression and the high-tech trend enjoys an unabated popularity. But in order
to design modern solutions well, it is essential to have both knowledge and understanding of
these systems. It should also be remembered that there are two sides to every coin. Sic
building syndrome is a reality. Air-conditioned buildings, constructed of metal and glass in
ever more fantastical forms, demand not only significant financial input, but also a profound
familiarity with increasingly complex construction systems.

I DISLIKE ARTIFICIALITYI
Archivolta’s editor-in chief, Jan Kurek talks to leading Polish interior
designer Robert Majkut
Whilst looking into your work, one of the things I did was watch a short film on YouTube, a
presentation of your opinions about design. However, I’d like to start with architecture, since
without that, an interior doesn’t really exist. Depending on what we’re going to design for that
interior, as well as on its exterior planes and surfaces, in a way, design can either respect and
support the architecture, or it can negate it" How do you see the role of architecture? As
something inspiring? Or, perhaps, as something that isn’t all that significant?

It’s an extraordinarily rare occurrence for even the most prominent of architects’ practices to
collaborate on a long-term basis with interior design studios. They either have the people inhouse to assign to the interior, or they think that they have the people. Which is why it turns
out to be so variegated in practice.
The people who invite me to collaborate are people who are investing directly in designing
their space. Then it does happen that we collaborate with the building’s architects. But, well,
let’s say that it’s a collaboration based more on chill professionalism than a fervent search for
added values which will, in some way, transform the value of the buildingI unfortunatelyI
Many a time, on the aesthetic level, it’s difficult to come to an understanding with the architect
alone, never mind with designers, who have yet another way of looking at things and who, like
you, adhere to the conviction that good design should also help the developer, the company
for whom they are designing, or whom the building will serve.

To use the jargon, of course we operate on the basis of strategic design, creating added
value to the straightforward function of a specific space. We endeavour to design so that the
client, given the help of a better project, will achieve the higher goals they have for the
fulfilling. In other words, so that they’ll make more money, acquire greater client goodwill and
loyalty and so that they’ll take note of this and appreciate it. What’s more, it has to be durable
and it has to be economically viable, it quite simply has to be cost-effective. So, we try to
think about it in extraordinarily pragmatic terms. It’s not a matter of artistic whim, but of a
specific adaptation, or of creating specific values for the developer!

Moving on now to design and the materials you use, do you have your own language of form,
your own materials and colour schemes that you employ? Or is that something indefinable?

I try not to determine, not to confine when it comes to aesthetics. I try to focus more on
quality, which also has a great impact on what materials we use. I really dislike artificial
things. It comes very hard to me to accept something like tiles that pretend to be wooden
floorboards, for instanceI If what we want is floorboards, then let’s have floorboards! And
not tiles that pretend to be floorboards! So, I dislike artificiality unless, perhaps, we’re dealing
with something ‘overdrawn’, consciously exaggerated and serving as an allusion that
appears in a defined context. I’ll always try to respect that authenticity of material. In truth, for
me what’s more important in design, and it’s something I try to make a common feature of
the majority of my designs, is a healthy dose of respect towards the way humans function in
the space and how they move in it. I strive to go for the biological determinate that makes
most of our movements, gestures and ways of moving fluid. And that fluidity, which finds its
reflection somewhere in my interiors, is dictated by precisely that determinate.

POLISH ARCHITECTURE 2010
Marta Artman
At the beginning of the year, the editors of the SZTUKA-ARCHITEKTURY.PL (Art of Architecture) vortal began to gather the choices of invited experts and votes from the readership
as regards the most interesting architectural events of 2010. As a result, the leading choices
emerged and were then put to the vote amongst readers and experts alike. In the culture and
scholarship category, the greatest number of votes went to the Municipal Public Library in
Opole.
Fusing the old with the new, if carried out with sensitivity and respect for the found, historical
structure, often produces an effect which is more interesting than is the case with a building
created from scratch. The readers deemed the best fusion of the new and the old to be the
interior of the Powen-Wafapomp SA Group management board headquarters in Zabrze, an
interior which is, indeed, an endeavour to create just such a place and an attempt at finding
the golden mean between the trend toward originality and simplicity, restraint and
functionality.
In the house and flat category, the most votes went to a house near Poznań, for the
purposes of which a building formerly used by the University of Life Sciences to dry seeds
was adapted.
The best project in the office buildings category turned out to be the Vinci Office Centre in
Krakow. A typical commercial office building, it nevertheless differs from corporate buildings
in that it was not designed as a monument to company prestige, intended to dazzle with its
opulence and architectural form.
The title of best sports building fell to the multi-purpose Ergo Arena in Gdańsk, while in the
ecological category, it was the headquarters of the Schüco International Polska company
headquarters in Siestrzeń, not far from Warsaw, which was the most appreciated. The most
votes in the public space category went to the Ryszard Kapuściński Trail in Warsaw and the
greatest hope was aroused by the design for the Thermal Waste Treatment Plant in Krakow.

THE ZABORZE RECREATION CENTRE
REVITALISING COMPENSATION TANKS
AND LANDSCAPING IN ZABRZE- ZABORZE
Beata and Witold Goczoł
Situated in the Zaborze district of Zabrze, close to Kalinowa and Korczoka streets, there are
three reinforced concrete compensation tanks. Dating back to the 1970s, in the past they
served to reduce irregularities in the water supply. Together with the former pumping station,
they have been revitalised and adapted to fulfil a new function.
Bringing the unused and abandoned land and premises back to life by endowing them with a
new function which will serve the local community is bound up with their transformation into a
modern, multi-purpose recreation and leisure area, something which this district of Zabrze,
with its more than twenty thousand residents, lacks.
The cylindrical compensation tanks, unused for many years, are partly sunk into the earth
and, to a large extent, covered with grassy earth slopes. Openings for windows and doors
will be cut into the exposed exterior walls and an additional storey, a steel construction with a
glazed roof, will be built on to the third tank.
The compensation tanks, together with the pumping station and the planned linking
walkways and landscaping, will form a distinctive scenic aspect of the space alongside the
blocks of flats. The development is being carried out under the municipal programme for the
revitalisation of post-industrial buildings and land. In line with the principles adopted, in the
future, the renewed site will constitute another link in the Upper Silesian trail of redeemed
post-industrial architecture.

THE COPERNICUS SCIENCE CENTRE.
A PHENOMENOM OF EROSION LOGIC OR A FUNCTIONAL MACHINE?
Jan Kubec
Human beings perceive the world through different senses,
grasping and remembering most fully those stimulants which are
the result of individual actions, experiments and experiences.
The rule cited, which is based on the positive experiences of other buildings similarly
predestined and launched, formed the basis for the founding, in 2005, of an institution
bearing the name of the Copernicus Science Centre. The result of the undertaking was a
building within which, over an area of more than 20,000 m2, more than four hundred and fifty
exhibits, a planetarium and a conference centre, together with the indispensable catering and
other services, as well as technical and storage facilities, have been housed. In handing over
the land on the bank of the Vistula River which had been designated for the site of the
Copernicus Science Centre, the city launched not only the work connected with the design
and construction of the building itself, but also the implementation of one of the most crucial
stages in the re-opening of the Warsaw riverside.
In creating the interior environment, the concept accepted was that of equating the building
with a breathing organism and the use, in the design, of both artificial and natural ventilation
in one system. In practice, this was bound up with employing more central ventilation than is
usual and the construction of the entire ventilation system from short sections of ventilatory
cables which work on the principle of drawing in and immediately expelling used air. It is a
process that can be equated to the way the skin breathes in a living organism.

Siting the Copernicus Science Centre on the flood plain necessitated the application of
technical solutions which would secure the building from the effects of eventual floods.
During the ventilation and air-conditioning instalment phase, the appropriate safety measures
constituted designing ventilation systems in such a way as to ensure that the flood openings
and vents were located above the assumed flood water levels. The correctitude of the
installation solutions applied was verified while construction work was still in progress during
the flood which struck Warsaw in 2010.
Amongst the tasks facing the designers was the design of the sanitary installations for this,
the first building of its kind in Poland. The specific demands of the building itself and the
structural solutions adopted brought with them the necessity of employing a wide range of
non-standard solutions and the need for highly precise inter-sectoral coordination. The
upshot was that, quite apart from its rich and diverse programme of scientific presentations
and practical experiments, what is also inherent to the Copernicus Science Centre are its
extraordinarily complex technical appointments, rendering it a remarkable, and well-nigh
intelligent, functioning machine.
CRACOVIA. A HISTORICAL LANDMARK FOR DEMOLITION?
Jan Kurek
Krakow’s Cracovia Hotel is a leading work of 1960s Polish postmodernism. At the time it was
built, it was not only the longest hotel in the country, stretching 150 m in total, but also one of
the largest and most modern. With a view to integrating it with the surroundings, the designer
envisaged a ground floor which would house shops and services, such as a LOT Polish
Airlines office, a confectioner’s and a hairdressers, all accessible from outside. Together with
the neighbouring Kijów Cinema, the hotel created a formal, functional and compositional
complex which has made its mark enduringly on the cityscape of that part of Krakow. The
hotel’s overall dimensions presented no competition to the residential buildings on the far
side of Krasiński Avenue, their forms hinting at bygone times. At the same time, in terms of
urban planning, it closed off the space between the avenues, the edifice of the National
Museum and the Commons.
In March this year, the building came under threat of demolition, as was the case with the
railway station in Katowice. Protests on the part of the intelligentsia and the voivodship
historical buildings conservation officer led conclusively to the Cracovia’s rapidly being
inscribed first on the city’s list of historical monuments and then on the voivodship’s. This
provides the certainty that, without the consent of the Voivodship Historical Buildings
Conservation Officer, the building cannot be demolishedI Now, the further fate of this
‘representative’ of Polish Modernism rests first and foremost with the resourcefulness and
ingenuity of its new owner. It seems that, in line with the current vision held by its creator,
Witold Ceckiewicz, which can be found on his blog, it should constitute an important ‘internal’
frontage in the urban planning for the space between the National Museum building, in front
of which, the city authorities are planning to open a new square on the roof of the
underground car park designated for the spot. Another important dimension is to be the
Museum’s new Crystal Pavilion. However, in order to better integrate all the elements of the
layout, the ‘internal’ wall that this urban planning entails, the ‘museum’ square should
‘ingress’ into Focha Avenue, which cuts across it. The task thus set should pave the way
toward what would be, for this city, another, possibly international (?), architectural/urban
planning competition.

POLISH ARCHITECTS FOR JAPAN
Jan Kurek
The tragedy wrought by the earthquakes and colossal tsunami that hit the Japanese coast on
11th March this year called forth many noble reactions of solidarity and concrete actions. One
such response was the initiative and underlying intention of an auction of drawings by Polish
architects in aid of the victims in Japan.
The instigator of both the action and the auction was Krzysztof Ingarden, Ph.D., a leading
Polish architect and, at one and the same time, honorary Japanese consul. For the auction,
he worked together with Marta Urbańska, Ph.D. and SARP, the Polish Architects’
Association. An appeal to Poland’s architects brought forth gifts of seventy-two works in the
form of drawings, paintings, photographs and sculptures, all of them handed over for auction.
Both the auction and the exhibition which went hand in hand with it provided an occasion for
the presentation and confrontation of myriad and diverse artistic techniques, as well as the
varied nature and sensitivities of the artists who took part.
Despite the fact that we are slowly inching into an era of computer/machine dominance over
the human being, still the knowledge of the rules of composition and painterly perspective is
an essential aspect of the architect’s technique. Drawing freehand is a fundamental part of
verifying the predisposition and sensitivity of candidates for architectural studies; together
with sculpture, it is also a subject for several years of the degree course itself.
The ability to make a rapid, freehand sketch, in perspective, the synthesis of an architectural
concept, still continues to be highly valued in many practices and among many teams of
architects. It often happens that architects also engage in the visual arts and photography
beyond architecture; nay, sometimes, they even earn their living from them!
The works that made their way to the auction were highly diverse, ranging from conceptual
sketches for projects which were either carried out or for which studies were made, via
project visualisations to both studio and open-air paintings. They were complemented by
sculptures and photographs. We can, indeed, speak of an artistic sensation. The auction’s
success is a vital manifestation of solidarity, a solidarity that is not corporate, but everyday
and humanI
BETWEEN HARMONY AND SUNDERANCE
Jan Kurek
It is Bohdan Paczowski’s opinion that the concept of Nature contains within itself two
opposite poles; that which is ideal and that which is real, that which is eternal and that which
is temporal, which means that either She becomes a symbol of homogeneity and harmony,
or of tragedy and sunderance. The sensitive artist is often subject to a dilemma very like this.
And the architect, too, can be a sensitive artist.
In this context, Paczkowski makes reference to Gaudi, with his ‘mad’ imagination. Another
individual whose personality was undoubtedly very far from the banal was the late 19th- early
20th century, Krakow-Lwów architect, Teodor Talowski. His fantastical imagination and
individualised detail, set within what is, at one and the same time, an ideality and harmony of
form, arouses admiration to this very day. Like Gaudi, whose contemporary he was, Talowski
was familiar with the work of John Ruskin, the writer, art critic andI socialist, the man whose
creativity was the inspiration for the founding of the artistic Arts and Crafts Movement.

Architecture is grandiloquently deemed to be the art of shaping space. The renowned
Polish architect, Stefan Kuryłowicz, who died very recently, was of the opinion that,
“Thanks to modern technology and communication methods, as well as easy travel,
architectural and construction innovations have become widely accessible. As a
consequence, there has been a significant broadening of the range of media that the
contemporary architect has at their disposal in order to shape the space within which
we live and the emotions related to the acceptance of a building by its user”.
Kuryłowicz also made mention of the Royal Institute of British Architects, pointing out
that, over the past twenty years, the amount of time spent by an architect on
designing and drawing a project has steadily decreased. Today, the architect spends
a maximum of 12 hours a week on those activities+ The remainder of the time, as
Krzysztof Ingarden commented in an interview with Archivolta published in our
2/2011 issue, is devoted to the organisational and legal sphere in connection with the
confirmation and approval of a project and in all manner of legal disputes.
Bearing the foregoing in mind, we believe that architects’ working conditions in the
contemporary world become ever more complex, and it is ever more difficult to find time for a
concept to mature into a project which would fully represents the ‘intelligent madness’ of
today’s Gaudis and Talowskis.

